Two dual methods of plant order reduction for controller design are proposed for linear, time-invariant, multi-input multi-output systems. The model reduction methods are tailored towards closed-loop stability and performance and they yield estimates for the stability robustness and performance of the final design. They can be considered as formalizations of two classical heuristic model reduction techniques: One method neglects a plant-pole sufficiently far to the left of dominant poles and the other cancels a sufficiently small stable plant-zero with a pole at the origin.
Introduction
In spite of numerous simplifying assumptions and approximations already performed at the modelling stage, an acceptable controller design for a linear plant may necessitate further simplifications. Since the number of plant poles and zeros directly influence the complexity of design, the simplification required is almost always in the form of "order reduction", both of the plant model and of the controller (to he) designed. Hence, many approximation methods of order reduction were proposed for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems.
Some old and simple methods of order reduction such as those surveyed in [Z] remain obscure either because they offer no guaranteed performance or because they do not provide closed-form solutions. Among rigorous model reduction methods that come with some kind of a performance criterion, three are notable and best known: The balanced realization method 1131, the Hankel norm approximation method [l, 11, g] , and the qcovariance equivalent method [ZO] . Irrespective of various extensions that have resulted in frequency weighted approximations and a more detailed analysis of error bounds, all three methods essentially apply to stable plants. In the case of an unstable plant, the reduction is performed only on the stable part after writing the plant as the sum of a stable and an anti-stable plant. The closed-loop performance of reduced order models when used for the purpose of control system design is not sufficiently investigated. An exception is 131, where a fractional representation based controller reduction method is proposed and the methods are examined from the viewpoint of controller reduction and the associated loss of performance. The main difficulty with 'Research supported by the NSF Grant ECS-9905729.
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closed-loop performance assessment is that a satisfactory model reduction for control system design requires knowledge of the controller in advance and vice versa [3] . This brings a logical circularity into the whole process. The situation is similar in model identification, where the end-use of the model to be identified makes a huge difference in the identification procedure.
Since the difference between the plant model and its approximation can be considered as a perturbation on the plant, stability and performance of approximate models in a closed-loop system can he studied by the existing robust controller design tools (e.g., 15, 3) ary of the extended closed right-half-plane U ) . We also denote the real, complex, and left-half plane complex numbers by R, C, and C-. For simplicity, we drop ( s ) in transfer matrices such as G ( s ) .
M a i n Results
A set E := {c; 6 Cc , i = 1, ...,q} is called conjugate symmetric if for every €6 4 IR in the set E , the complexconjugate ?; is also in the set E. We assume e; and E; are assigned consecutive indices for each
Insignificant Poles
Consider the unity-feedhack system shown in Figure 1 . Let G be the plant's transfer matrix, C be the controller's transfer matrix. Let G = ND-' he a rightcoprime-factorization (RCF), C = Dy'N, be a left-
plant in the unity-feedback control system, let the sensitivity function sk and the complementary sensitivity function Tk = I -sk be given by
The input-to-error and the input-to-output transferfunctions are He, = Sk , H,, = I -He? = Tk = I -sk .
The following lemma roughly states that if C is a stabilizing controller for a plant G , then we can add any number of poles in the stable region to G and it is still stabilized by the same controller as long as these poles are "sufficiently far from the imaginary axis". This was 
Therefore, 9 5 (6) can be satisfied by a stabilizing controller for G. If not, then the pole(s) -l/e, are appended one at a time to G , starting with the one "closest" to the imaginary axis.
In the case of real poles, if e; < e j for some i, j E [l, q], then the pole -l / e j is closer to the imaginary axis, i.e., -l /~j > -l/e;, To see why it is reasonable to start the reduction algorithm by appending the right-most real pole to increase the order, consider two possibilities, -r; = -Re(l/e;) < -2a,, i.e., the complex-conjugate pair of poles -l/e;, -1f.C; should lie to the left of the line at -2a;. As llsT,-lll gets smaller, this line moves closer to the imaginary axis, enlarging the region for insignificant poles.
Insignificant Zeros
Consider the unity-feedback system, with P and C as the plant's and the controller's transfer matrix. Let P = D-lfi be a n LCF, 6 = ficD;' be an RCF over S . Let P be full row-rank and have no transmissionzeros at s = 0, equivalently, let fi(0) be full row-rank. (18) then the same C also stabilizes the higher-order plant
c ) For any conjugate symmetric set {-zi E 62, i = 1, ..., q } , where z; E R satisfies (17) and z, 4 IR satisfies (18) , the controller 6 also stabilizes the higher-order plant Pq = PnLl T. Again by [8] , if Pk has a strict right-half plane zero and its associated sensitivity function gets small in magnitude in a frequency range, then its H,-norm necessarily gets large. The bounds in (21) show that the ~~S~~~' s nevertheless remain hounded by a multiple of IISkll. A 6 ) As a counterpart for Corollary 1, a single step order reduction condition can easily be written from Theorem 2. A real zero -2; is cancellable if z; < 1/Bi. A complex-conjugate pair {-q, -i ; } E CC-is cancellable if the zeros lie strictly in the circle of diameter 1 / 2 8 , As \~S~~S , -~( S )~~ gets smaller, this region gets larger.
Conclusions
In Theorems 1 and 2, we provided dual model reduction methods from the viewpoint of closed-loop stability and performance. The iterative design algorithms hinge on the existence of a controller having a certain performance as quantified by conditions (6) and (19). The most important merit of the methods presented is that they directly focus on closed-loop performance and provide estimates in terms of eliminated poles or zeros for achievable performance and stability robustness. The design methods provide an MIMO generalization of the scalar design approximation methods. It should be noted that the candidate insignificant poles and zeros are "blocking" poles and zeros in the sense that they appear in every entry of the transfer matrix. These methods do not restrict the approximated plant to he stable or minimum-phase; the only requirement is that the discarded poles and zeros are in the open left-half plane. Unlike most other reduction methods, these do not require any additive decomposition of the plant into stable and anti-stable parts. 
